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may still be true. Harcourt himself regarded Chamberlain's
speech as having done nearly all the mischief.1 He thought also
that Chamberlain, while he had a clean sheet in regard to the
Raid, had not one in regard to the preparation for a rising in
Johannesburg, and that this privity rendered him liable eto some-
thing in the nature of "severe pressure53 * by Rhodes and his
friends.2
Was this so ? cMy case is', wrote Chamberlain to the permanent
head of his Department, 'that while I knew all about the revolu-
tion, I knew nothing of anything so mad as Jameson's raid.'3
What did his 'knowing all about the revolution' cover? The full
text of the missing telegrams remains unpublished, but the quasi-
incriminating passages in them can now be read.4 None suffices
to rebut the otherwise overwhelming evidence that he did not
foreknow the Raid. But more than one would have made an
ugly impression if printed at the time; and it seems scarcely
doubtful that Dr. Rutherfoord Harris, who was their chief author,
had deliberately worded them (and some of their fellows in the
Blue Book) with an eye to subsequent blackmail.5 For sanction-
ing the vile use made of them the blame is Rhodes's; but why
did Chamberlain sit down under it? There are otker documents
printed by his biographer which may suggest that he feared the
alternative. Thus on 18 December 1895, after the Cleveland
message, he had written to the head of his department to discuss
whether, and in what way, that complication might affect the
timing of the Johannesburg revolt. His conclusion was that
'either it should come at once or be postponed for a year or two at
least'; and he asked that a certain high official of the colonial
office should communicate this to Rhodes's agent in London,
Maguire. This was done; Maguire cabled to Rhodes, with
whom were Beit and Harris; and Beit at once wired to Johannes-
burg 'urging instant flotation new Company'. Chamberlain
himself more than a year later made the marginal comment:
CI have no doubt that Beit and Harris were influenced by
Maguire's telegram'.6 In short, Downing Street had done some-
thing very like pulling the trigger; though without really know-
ing what trigger it pulled.
1 Ibid., 4.33.	a Ibid., 430 n.
3 J. L. Garvin, Life of Chamberlain, iii (1934), 115.	* Ibid., iio-ix.
5 So Lord Salisbury wrote (5 September 1896) of'the monstrous libels which
have been invented against Chamberlain, and for which proof has been to a certain extent
manufactured9 (Lord Newton, Lord Lansdowne, 141). 6 Life of Chamberlain, iii. 72-4.

